Happy Sock Toys

Materials Needed:

- Clean socks without holes – children’s sizes preferred
- Material for stuffing (polyester fiberfill, clean strips of fabric (ripped up rags, other socks, etc), or even plastic shopping bags for the crinkle factor)
- Catnip – purchased in the pet aisle at most stores carrying pet supplies
- String or yarn

Directions:

1. Take a clean sock without holes – old children’s socks are a perfect size for a cat toy!
2. Stuff with polyester fiberfill, clean strips of fabric (ripped up rags, other socks, etc), or even plastic shopping bags for the crinkle factor.
3. Add a pinch of catnip in the sock.
4. Push everything as far down into the toe of the sock as possible.
5. Tie a knot in the sock, or tightly tie it shut with yarn or string.
6. Decorate with marker if you would like.